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Name: PURLEY HALL

District: West Berkshire (Unitary Authority)

Parish: Purley on Thames

District: West Berkshire (Unitary Authority)

Parish: Sulham

District: West Berkshire (Unitary Authority)

Parish: Tilehurst

label.localisation: Latitude: 51.477510

Longitude: -1.0693016

National Grid Reference: SU 64732 75805

Map: Download a full scale map (PDF)

label.overview: Heritage Category: Park and Garden

Grade: II*

List Entry Number: 1000590

Date first listed: 30-Sep-1987

Details

Remains of an early C18 formal landscape surrounding a country house, to designs by Charles Bridgeman, set within a later

park, with garden buildings added in the mid C18.

HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT

Francis Hyde built Purley Hall (formerly known as Hyde Hall) in 1609. The estate was sold c 1720 for £14,000 by Hyde's

grandson, also Francis, to Francis Hawes, a Director of the South Sea Company and Cashier to the Customs. Hawes employed

Charles Bridgeman (d 1738) c 1720-1 to produce a design for the garden, and a record dated March 1721 exists for `Mr

Bridgeman his bill for laying out the gardens at Purley, £122 11s 0d', together with his design (Bodleian Library), and records of

substantial payments for plants, and ornamental and fruit trees (CL 1970). Bridgeman's plan was carried out, although seemingly

in modified form (Ballard, 1758). In 1720 the `South Sea Bubble' burst. Hawes, as one of the responsible directors, had his

assets seized early in 1721, and the Purley Hall estate was put up for sale, to be bought back by his younger brother, Thomas,

probably for the low price of £1080. The garden retained its formal layout during the mid C18 (Ballard, 1758; Rocque, 1761),

remaining in the Hawes family until c 1770 when it was sold to the Wilder family. The Government rented the Hall for Warren

Hastings during his impeachment by Parliament in the 1780s, a painting of c 1785 (Harris 1979) depicting the Hall and its

environs, populated with the Indian livestock which Hastings kept at Purley. During the C20 the Hall was leased, remaining

empty during the Second World War, and was sold by the descendants of the Wilders in 1961. A period of restoration in the

garden took place during the 1980s, under the auspices of the owners Major and Mrs Bradley. At this time the east arm of

the canal was restored, having been filled in c 1818 (CL 1970), and the gateway arch was rebuilt. The Hall remains (1998) in

private ownership, separate from the park and majority of the walled garden, which are also in private hands.
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DESCRIPTION

LOCATION, AREA, BOUNDARIES, LANDFORM, SETTING Purley Hall lies 1km west of Purley on Thames and 1km east

of Pangbourne. The 46ha site is bounded to the north by the A329 Reading to Wantage road, to the west by a water course, and

on the other sides by agricultural land. The land in the west half of the site is largely level, sloping up to high ground within

Mosshall and Harry Jaw's Woods to the south-east. The setting is largely agricultural, flanked by the edges of the villages of

Purley and Pangbourne, with the ground sloping gently down to the River Thames 1km to the north, and a long, low hillside

north of the river prominent in views from the garden and park.

ENTRANCES AND APPROACHES The main approach enters off the A329, 300m north of the Hall, via an arched and

crenellated flint and brick gateway set back off the road, supporting iron gates. The gateway is flanked by two small, square-

plan, crenellated lodges (C18 with C20 additions, listed grade II), built of banded flint and brickwork with prominent round

windows facing the road. Flanking screen walls of flint and brick curve towards the road, extending 30m either side of the

lodges and punctuated by flint and brick piers with obelisk finials. The top of the archway, formerly demolished, was rebuilt

in the 1980s. The north drive extends south from here, flanked by a mature lime avenue set in grass, fenced from the park

beyond. The northern half is aligned on the north front of the Hall. The southern half of the drive curves slightly round to the

west, arriving at a gravel carriage sweep adjacent to the west front of the Hall, where stone steps flanked by iron hand rails

give access to the central front door.

A further, south drive enters the park 450m south-west of the Hall, past the C19, brick, gabled, single-storey Purley Hall Lodge,

extending north to the west side of the walled garden. This part of the drive seems to have incorporated the former course

of Sulham Lane, moved further west to its present course during the C19 (Rocque, 1761; Pride, 1790; OS 1882). Formerly

the drive continued east along the north wall of the walled garden, curving north across the lawn 50m west of the Hall and

around to join the main drive just north of the carriage sweep (OS; this section gone, 1998). A short spur west off the drive

gives access from the walled garden to Home Farm, and a further spur runs east along the south wall of the walled garden,

leading up to Mosshall Wood.

PRINCIPAL BUILDING Purley Hall (1609, altered c 1720, 1818-20, 1869, 1906, listed grade II*) stands towards the centre

of the site. Built of red brick with stone dressings in half H-plan, and presently of two storeys, it was formerly of three storeys,

but the upper floor was removed c 1818. The stable block was also demolished c 1818 (CL 1970), it having stood 50m south-

west of the Hall, the site now being laid to lawn.

GARDENS AND PLEASURE GROUNDS The gardens lie largely along the west/east axis of the Hall. The formal canal garden

lies to the west of the Hall, the ground being terraced down to the water. The Y-shaped canal, aligned with the centre of the

Hall, is surrounded by a terraced lawn ramped down from the east, and backed to the west by a shrubbery with mature trees

and evergreen shrubs including mature yews. The lawn is flanked to the south by the remains of an avenue of mature trees

including sweet chestnut and oak. The terminal feature of the west axis, standing 220m west of the Hall, set back from the

west end of the canal amongst the shrubbery, is the Rustic Seat (dated 1746, listed grade II), a temple built, so tradition has

it, to commemorate the Battle of Culloden in 1745. Of knapped and knobbly flint, in similar style to the north gateway and

lodges, its open east front supports a pedimented gable above an arched opening supported by flint columns, and overlooks

the canal, west front of the Hall and wooded hillside beyond to the east. The east end of the canal was restored in the 1980s,

having been filled c 1818 (CL 1970).

South of the Hall lies the south lawn, bounded to the east and south by the park. Gently terraced up to the east and south

boundaries, it is surrounded by mature trees, including several limes (possibly of C18 origin) standing towards the south end,

and encloses a tennis court. West of this an informal lawn planted with specimen trees extends west to the walled garden, with

herbaceous borders at the west side. The site of the former stable yard stood to the north of this informal lawn.

East of the Hall, entered via a garden door in the east front, lies a level lawn with a small, central, rectangular brick pool, the

lawn bordered by box hedges and knots, and surrounding these a low, brick retaining wall. This feature is enclosed by a further

lawn, containing, at the north end, a large, mature Robinia pseudoacacia (possibly of C18 origin). To the east a clipped box

hedge standing on a bank divides the area from the park beyond, which slopes up the hillside to Mosshill Wood.
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Bridgeman¿s c 1720-1 plan for the canal garden is similar to what was in place by the mid C18, but the surviving Ballard

plan suggests a shorter canal in slightly different form (Ballard, 1758; Rocque, 1761; CL 1970). The mid to late C18 form of

the garden is well illustrated in paintings of the 1750s and 1780s (Harris 1979; guidebook 1980) and on the Ballard map of

1758. The canal, in form now much as in the 1750s, was flanked by avenues to north and south, with the Rustic Seat at the

west end. The straight north drive led to the former main entrance on the north front, protected from the canal garden to the

west by a screen wall leading north from the west front. This wall extended south from the west front to the stable yard to

divide the carriage sweep and views of the canal garden from the south garden which contained a broad avenue, aligned on the

south front, extending south to the garden boundary. East of the Hall a formal garden extended the main west/east axis, which

rose up the hillside, continuing east over the crest of the hill as a ride through Mosshall Wood and Harry Jaw's Wood where

it terminated. The area is now (1998) incorporated within the park. The ride was probably visible from the Rustic Seat as a

notch above the Hall cut out of the woodland to the east. At the south-west corner of Mosshall Wood stood a garden pavilion

(gone, 1998), overlooking the main axis as it descended the hillside and continued to the Rustic Seat. Two paintings of c 1790

(very similar views by the same artist, but with differing layout details) (Harris 1979) show the west front and adjacent lawn

populated with Warren Hastings' Indian animals, including Arab horses, Tibetan goats and cattle of Bhutan, and in one view,

probably Hastings himself riding one of his Arabs.

PARK The park, probably laid out in the late C18 to early C19 (Rocque, 1761; Pride, 1790) encloses the gardens to the north,

east and south, being laid partly to pasture. Although formerly containing many single park trees and clumps (OS 1882; 1914),

it retains relatively few. The northern edge of Mosshall Wood is bounded by closely planted beech trees, and the north and west

boundaries are marked by a significant ditch. The planting of both this and Harry Jaw¿s Wood is C20 however, and does not

appear to reflect the C18 layout of rides. A statue formerly stood at the west edge of Mosshall Wood (OS 1912), together with

the C18 garden pavilion at the south-west corner (gone, 1998) which was set within a circular clearing in the trees.

KITCHEN GARDEN The walled kitchen garden lies at the south edge of the canal garden. Surrounded by brick walls, it is

now divided into two by a fence running north to south, the western half being in use as a domestic garden attached to the

former gardener's cottage and the eastern half being laid to lawn with orchard trees. Bridgeman's plan (c 1720) shows the walled

garden in the same place as now (1998), divided into six regular quarters by paths, with two central ponds where the paths met,

a layout which existed in the mid C18 (Ballard, 1758), although by the late C19 the layout had been simplified (OS 1882).
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Legal

This garden or other land is registered under the Historic Buildings and Ancient Monuments Act 1953 within the Register of

Historic Parks and Gardens by Historic England for its special historic interest.


